Influence of polyglactin-coating on functional and morphological parameters of polypropylene-mesh modifications for abdominal wall repair.
Regarding oversized mechanical properties of most of the currently available materials a new mesh was developed (ETHICON, Norderstedt, Germany) and exactly adopted to the physiology of the human abdominal wall by reducing the amount of polypropylene (weight of <30 g/m2; mesh A). The consecutive increase of pores size as well as the use of multifilaments led to a pronounced increase of flexibility. To improve the handling during operation the initial stiffness of this low-weight large pores mesh was increased by strengthening with different amounts of absorbable polyglactin (combination of glycolide and lactide) in various forms: by coating (mesh B), adding multifilament polyglactin filaments (mesh C, Vypro) or both (mesh D), respectively. To test the consequences of the different supplementary techniques all mesh variants are implanted in a rat model. Over implantation intervals of 3, 7, 14, 21 and 90 days we measured the tensile strength, the resulting stiffness and surveyed the tissue response, particularly in regard to the extent of inflammation and to the induced fibrosis. The results proved a sufficient mechanical stability of the material reduced and pure polypropylene mesh A without restriction of the mobility of the abdominal wall compared with a group that had simple laparotomy and closure. The histological analysis of the interface showed a minor inflammatory reaction and a dense vascularisation. The addition of polyglactin multifilaments (mesh C) reduces the number of macrophages and granulocytes as indicators for acute inflammation, showing generally a scar formation limited merely to the perifilamentary region. The abdominal wall compliance remained unchanged compared with mesh A. The coating of the polypropylene with polyglactin (mesh B and D) appeared to change the tissue reaction remarkably, favouring the formation of a connective tissue capsule around the whole mesh. The mechanical testing revealed an apparent protrusion with an increase of curvature of the artificial abdominal wall at rising intraabdominal pressures. The entire coating of the polypropylene surface with polyglactin induces an all embedding scar plate, filling out the pores and forming a tissue capsule. The complex interaction of tissue and implanted biomaterials with their distinct alterations of the tissue response confirms the necessity of in vivo experiments even after 'minor' modifications. Whereas the addition of polyglactin filaments appears to be favourable, the coating of polypropylene with polyglactin seems to hinder the incorporation of the mesh.